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HOROSCOPE AND FORECASTS FOR THE 12 SIGNS
FOR AUTUMN AND WINTER 2022 - 2023
Abstract : these generalized predictions on the 12 zodiac signs consider the steps of
Jupiter and Saturn which offer a range of information covering several months. They
are therefore not specific forecasts and therefore not based on the chart of each
individual and you will certainly take what is written here with due caution because
astrology is not a science but it is a beautiful, interesting and very funny art.
So that you can obtain additional and more detailed information you should read over
the general forecast of your sun sign also those of your ascendant. If you do not know
your ascendant sign of the zodiac then go online on this page and calculates it.
For each sign you will find the predictions about love and affections, work and money,
luck and fitness. The months of prediction ranging from October 2022 to March 2023.
Happy reading !

Love aries autumn - winter 2022 2023: autumn starts quite badly with Venus in Libra
and therefore in opposition to your natal Sun. If by chance you come from a rather
complicated summer on a sentimental level then here is that the situation could get
worse with the partner, the quarrels could increase together with the misunderstandings.
From mid-November to mid-December it will get better but with the arrival of Venus
in Capricorn by the end of the year 2022 things could get even worse. Here, those who
already live a couple relationship must take advantage of the transit of Venus in
Sagittarius and therefore from mid-November to mid-December to strengthen the bond
and resist subsequent non-positive transits. Obviously those who are single and
therefore lonely hearts have some chances around the month of mid-November to be
able to meet someone and in fact with the support of Mars in Gemini until the end of
winter 2023 you will also have a very good passion, a very high magnetism.
Career - money aries autumn - winter 2022 2023: if by chance you are among those
people who are not happy with what is happening in their working life and feel inside
of having to change something even drastically, then here it will be possible to start
again thanks to the arrival of Jupiter after 12 years in your sky. Already from January
2023 you will have infinite possibilities to sow new ideas and projects and think about
an absolutely much better future, much more suited to the needs you now feel within
you. However, do not stand still to wait but move, study, send your curriculum vitae,
take part in competitions and internships, exams, schedule interviews in various
companies because for some strange reason your qualities will be appreciated by
someone and perhaps by more than one person. If you have a good job you may feel
within you the desire to change, to renew something, maybe abandon an old path to
take new paths. Perhaps economically, the start of the year will require many sacrifices
and expenses.
Luck - fitness aries autumn - winter 2022 2023: what to say about you. Finally after
12 years Jupiter returns to your zodiac sign. This event happens on December 21st and
we can say that it will be the best gift that astrology and the planets will give you. Inside
you you will feel a very strong need to renew some aspects of your life, social, work,
economic, family and you will want to start with new projects that you had thought of
perhaps already during last summer but which it was not possible to put into practice.
Now luck is with you and also the support of Mars from August 2022 until March 2023
will allow you to act, to have so much energy and creativity to sow a lot for the near
future. Do not underestimate chance encounters, the seemingly casual acquaintance of
some people that could prove crucial to realize some ideas and projects you have in

mind. Beautiful time to travel, meet people different from you and with opposite ideas
but that enrich you.
Love
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Love taurus autumn - winter 2022 2023: October and November are not excellent
months as far as love life is concerned and it would be much better not to ask too much
from the partner, not to be too demanding as the transit of Venus in opposition risks
creating a tiring climate and complex contrasts to be resolved even with subsequent
transits. in favor of the planet of love. If you are alone, autumn does not begin with
great opportunities and does not allow you to be so predisposed towards love. You
could face an emotional disappointment or dream too much of a love that will never
come. From December 2022 everything can improve and that bad mood, that
melancholy can be swept away thanks to a fantastic Venus in Capricorn which is
certainly not very seductive and passionate but promises to create the possibility of an
encounter. Finally, it must be said that those who already have a person by their side
can experience moments of complicity for the end of the year but also in the month of
February 2023.
Career - money taurus autumn - winter 2022 2023: autumn still continues with the
support of Jupiter in Pisces and therefore in sextile with your natal Sun and it is in the
last months in which it passes positively that it could give something more, it could
give what you have fought so much for in the past months. In short, after having sown
in the workplace you can reap the benefits of success and achieve many beautiful things.
Too bad that from 21 December 2022 Jupiter will be behind you in the twelfth house
but any professional or economic problems can be solved very easily thanks to the
support of the planet of luck. However, October and November are the best times to
find work, to get other successes, to reach small and big goals while with the arrival of
winter and especially with the arrival of the new year 2023 everything will be slightly
more complicated. So put your foot down in the fall and interview, ask for pay increases
or more responsibilities.
Luck - fitness taurus autumn - winter 2022 2023: talking about luck with Jupiter
behind you from 21 December until May 2023 is not absolutely simple but it must be
said that this planet is almost never negative and it could happen that you face some
problem but be able to find the right solution, the right person who arrives at the right
time and solves everything. In short, an autumn in which Jupiter in Pisces will still give
some very good opportunities to work, to achieve success and earn well and a winter
in which you will be forced to overcome various obstacles but you will make it without
a doubt and you will come out even stronger. The fixed position for many months of
Mars in the zodiac sign Gemini says that you have to be very careful not to waste
money unnecessarily and if you know how to do this then very good earning

opportunities will come later. Maybe in autumn but also in winter, to fix some problems
related to the house, perhaps a simple renovation.
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Love gemini autumn - winter 2022 2023: an incredible moment for love is the one
referring to the month of October as with the arrival of Venus in Libra and the support
of Mars in your zodiac sign for all autumn and winter, you will be able to easily live
an extremely pleasant, very intriguing and full of passion not only if you are alone but
also if you are with someone else. In fact, we can foresee various occasions,
opportunities for encounters and falls in love before the end of the year which we know
is always a very romantic period thanks to the Christmas holidays. You try not to ask
too much of destiny, however, and rather ask for what you really need. With the arrival
of Christmas but also with Jupiter in Aries from 22 December 2022 you will be able to
make life plans together with your partner and you can easily choose the wedding date
or the date to live together that could arrive with the beginning of January 2023.
Career - money gemini autumn - winter 2022 2023: with Jupiter in Aries from 21
December 2022 and with Mars in the stop ring in your zodiac sign, you can almost
certainly foresee very important professional goals that you will reach and this is
because you have a lot of energy, a great desire to do, to commit yourself and you will
also be able to find very valid supports to increase both earnings and business and
agreements. The new year is an absolutely productive and full of successes not only of
an economic nature but Mars is asking for action. If you do not like the job you have
already with the beginning of autumn try to change, do interviews, knock on the door
of someone who can help you, do not wait because by acting you will be able to achieve
what you want and for many of you the greatest desire in these months will be to change,
to renew part of your professional life, even of any collaborations that have perhaps
become too disappointing. Beautiful time the beginning of the year to take action.
Luck - fitness gemini autumn - winter 2022 2023: your luck obviously derives from
Jupiter moving into Aries exactly from the beginning of winter 2022 to remain in this
zodiac sign until May 2023. Fantastic astrological aspect but we must not
underestimate the position of Mars which will remain in your zodiac sign until March
25, 2023. Great physical and mental energies, a very strong desire to renew oneself, to
accept changes, to leave, to travel to unusual places where you will probably find small
or large fortune. This winter must not be wasted standing still and not acting but
moving. An excellent time is that of the end of the year to treat any physical discomfort
that in the past made you troubled because now you could find the right treatment or
the right doctors. Do not neglect the house and the possibility of going to live in another
city, in another house. Mars wants you to be very busy and inventive so that everything
can change for the better.
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Love cancer autumn - winter 2022 2023: an autumn that starts rather badly in love
with Venus in Libra and therefore in quadrature which could, in fact, fuel some
complications, discussions with the partner but also in the family, with some brothers,
sisters, relatives. Let's say that the best period for feelings will be the one between the
end of January and February 2023 and that is when Venus will be in Pisces and will
allow you to make interesting encounters, also to better express what you have inside
without fear and to strengthen and improve the love bond. The complications also come
from a Mars and Jupiter moving into Aries in December, thus creating a square with
your natal Sun that could lead to further sentimental complications and separations but
fortunately only in those very extreme cases in which the crisis has been really very
important. If you are lonely hearts, another good time to meet a person to try a courtship
with is November 2022.
Career - money cancer autumn - winter 2022 2023: with Jupiter still in Pisces until
December 20, 2022 you absolutely must act, put a lot of energy into the field for a final
sprint that can still offer many opportunities in the professional field. With Jupiter
moving into Aries it will not be easy to carry out ideas and new projects and here it is
necessary to consolidate everything you have done before. At the end of the year,
around the Christmas period, we are almost certain that you will be able to obtain other
advantages that could be economic but also professional. If you are looking for a job,
send your CV as early as October to be able to receive calls before December and don't
be afraid to interview, to ask for what you need to feel fulfilled but do it before the end
of the year. In fact, once Jupiter is in Aries you will realize that everything will become
more complicated and with Mars behind you, lacking energy, you will have to face
rather heavy professional situations.
Luck - fitness cancer autumn - winter 2022 2023: it is true that the arrival of Jupiter
in Aries and therefore in quadrature with your natal Sun will be complicated to manage
and will probably bring a period that is not easy and full of setbacks but in the meantime
autumn 2022 is absolutely pleasant, interesting, positive and you can achieve and still
achieve much. In fact, the advantages of Jupiter occur especially around the period in
which she is about to change her zodiac sign. So an autumn full of news and pleasant
events but it must be said that Mars behind us from August will steal a lot of energy,
so be careful not to tire yourself too much. Nutrition must be well taken care of because
perhaps you will tend to gain weight in those moments when you will be quite happy.
Traveling is very useful both for work and personal reasons, therefore for fun, around
the autumn period while in winter it is better to avoid trips that are too stressful for the

body and your inner balance that will be put to the test in the new year 2023.
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Love leo autumn - winter 2022 2023: autumn begins with a rather interesting Venus
sextile which in some but rare cases could lead to a very pleasant encounter with a new
person who enters your life. Surely during this autumn and winter period there will be
even better times to meet people, to try to fall in love or to strengthen the love bond by
then foreseeing choices to make when Jupiter is in trine from the zodiac sign Aries. In
fact, we consider the most profitable period in love that goes from November 17 to
December 10 2022 with a fantastic Venus in Sagittarius but also with a beautiful Jupiter
in Aries. Here inside you will feel a very strong need to fall in love, to better express
what you have deep in your heart and who knows that before spring arrives you may
meet some new person who will make your heart beat so fast that you fall in love.
Those who are in pairs think about choices to make.
Career - money leo autumn - winter 2022 2023: you are among the luckiest zodiac
signs of this period even in the workplace. In fact, small and big changes are to be
expected, renewals in your working life because with the arrival of Jupiter in Aries and
with the position of Mars in Gemini for many months, you will have a lot of energy
and the advantage of finding the right people as well as of find you in the right place
at the right time. Fantastic time to bring forward new professional ideas that perhaps
will require expenses, money coming out of your pockets but it must also be said that
this phase is a construction phase in which to sow. If you are not happy with the work
you are doing then try to change your path, study, take part in competitions and exams
and don't be afraid to put into play some dreams that you had stored in your personal
drawer. Job changes, an economic improvement and even praise and gratification with
your qualities that can be more appreciated now.
Luck - fitness leo autumn - winter 2022 2023: here finally comes a turning point in
your life. Jupiter, the planet of great luck, opportunities to be seized and changes,
arrives in Aries on December 21st, precisely with the beginning of the winter period
that will be very productive for you and in which you will be able to sow a lot for the
future . So the novelty that will bring more advantages is Mars in Gemini which with
its sextile will allow you to dare more, having a sense of greater optimism, a strong
energy and creativity and a sense of sociability so high as to allow you to be among
people and to express everything you have inside. The watchword to be exploited in
this winter period will be daring. Only by daring can you truly understand your
qualities and make them understand even to those who must judge you and offer you
the right opportunities to move forward. Profitable trips around the beginning of the
year, trips that will allow you to consolidate professional situations above all.
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Love virgo autumn - winter 2022 2023: unfortunately there are not many good times
during this autumn and winter season to fall in love. In fact Venus is in not so excellent
positions but it is the astrological position of Mars that creates various complications
because it is in Gemini for many months, practically for all autumn and winter. Inside
you maybe you will feel the need to work hard but not to seek that love that you lack.
With Jupiter in Pisces then until December 2022 the various work problems, perhaps
even legal ones that you are facing will not allow you to have a free mind and projected
towards the love life. Rather separations are to be expected in those cases in which you
are unable to make yourself understood by your partner and you do not understand him
yourself. If you are alone therefore the opportunities to meet true love are scarce and it
would be much better to make friends by making sure that they remain so at least until
the spring period of 2023 arrives.
Career - money virgo autumn - winter 2022 2023: unfortunately at least until
December you will have to suffer the opposition of Jupiter in Pisces which certainly
does not support you in the work sector but not even in the economic one. It is difficult
to get out of problems or to think about starting with new projects and indeed it would
be much better to give up, stay still, not act, wait for a better period that should arrive
next spring. If you are planning to change jobs do not take this step forward which
could instead make you take several steps backwards. Do not buy a house, do not spend
too much money and do not invest money in confusing projects that perhaps hide traps,
deceptions. This is a decisive moment to support a judicial case or in any case to face
a serious bureaucratic problem but things will not be very simple and the resolution
will seem to be very far away. So do not take the step longer than the leg. Looking for
a new job will be very complicated and therefore be satisfied.
Luck - fitness virgo autumn - winter 2022 2023: with the planet of great luck that is
in Pisces throughout the autumn it will not be easy to feel in good shape both mentally
and physically because you have perhaps faced many professional and personal battles
in the past months. With Mars then in Gemini for many months the energies will be
rather waning, the climate around you will also make you nervous, agitated, tense and
you will not know what to do to solve this complex situation. In this difficult climate,
it is necessary to know how to take advantage of those few advantageous moments that
will come with the favorable transits of Venus and Mercury. For example, a good period
to recover energy and feel more in tune with the world around you will be the one that
goes from December 11, 2022 to January 3, 2023. Do not underestimate every situation
that presents itself before your eyes apparently simple to solve but which could get

worse. Open your eyes wide and believe only in your qualities at this time.
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Love libra autumn - winter 2022 2023: beautiful Venus in October but also in
November and January 2023. Surely this is a very exciting time for love with the
possibility of making interesting encounters, of demonstrating what you have in your
heart, of making plans for your future in love with your partner but you have to be
pretty quick and act by December 21, 2022, that is when Jupiter will be in Aries after
about 12 years opposing your zodiac sign. If you are alone Venus in the month of
October is really wonderful to look for a new love, to try to transform a simple
friendship into a pleasant feeling to live and you will be, among other things, also
supported by the fantastic Mars in Gemini throughout the autumn. and winter. Passion,
eroticism will therefore be at excellent levels but what is more important is that you
will be well prepared for socialization and therefore towards all those situations that
will allow you to meet the person who will illuminate your heart.
Career - money libra autumn - winter 2022 2023: also the professional sector until
the end of the year promises to give some satisfactions because Jupiter will still be in
transit in Pisces but above all the energies and creativity will not be lacking with Mars
in Gemini. You have to work hard, you don't have to neglect some work situations,
some projects that with the new year could slow down and suffer complications. So
autumn if you are without a job try to knock on the door of those who can help you and
know how to be satisfied because with the beginning of the new year you will no longer
be able to daydream and you will have to be very careful about the steps to take. The
gains are not very large but what is essential now is to proceed quickly along a path
that will soon become rather tortuous. Mars strengthens the creative power and even in
moments of professional difficulty you will certainly be able to react, to find the right
solutions to move forward with determination by facing various tests.
Luck - fitness libra autumn - winter 2022 2023: surely the most important transit of
this autumn and winter 2022 and 2023 is that of Mars. The red planet is in fact in
Gemini for many months and in addition to being able to improve your energy, it also
allows you to get out of some physical ailments that you may have encountered in the
summer. So much creativity and so much strength that they must not stand still but
must be exploited. If you intend to travel, to leave, to move and to frequent new places
to find lucky opportunities even in the work sector, you must do it by the end of
December 2022 because the new transit of Jupiter in opposition from the zodiac sign
Aries could create serious difficulties and increase the problems to be faced. The best
time to recover physical strength, to find an excellent balance between mind, body and
spirit, is October with Venus in your sky which will form a wonderful trine with Mars.

Have courage.
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Love scorpio autumn - winter 2022 2023: naturally the transit of Mars in Gemini for
many months and throughout the autumn and winter will certainly not be a great
support for all of you on a sentimental level and in fact you may feel a strong drop in
libido already with the arrival of autumn but there will be two excellent periods to try
to fall in love or in any case to live your love relationship in the best way and with
more enthusiasm. So the end of October and the first 15 days of November 2022 will
be absolutely very interesting to try to woo a person you like or to strengthen the love
bond you already live, perhaps anticipating a trip. Another key date will be that relating
to January 2023 with Venus that will be in Pisces from the end of this month until
almost the end of that of February. Here you will feel more the desire to fall in love, to
interact with the people who are around you but beware of a drop in libido that will
decrease your attractive power.
Career - money scorpio autumn - winter 2022 2023: undoubtedly if you want to
make progress in the work sector, then you have to take advantage of the first months
of autumn because in fact with the arrival of winter unfortunately you will not be able
to make progress and indeed a period of regression or in any case of small or large may
begin professional difficulties. If you have to conclude a deal, a deal, buy useful tools
for the job, then October and November are the best times thanks to the support of
Jupiter from the zodiac sign Pisces. Finally, it is also necessary to say if you intend to
change jobs, to accept a new professional proposal that may have already arrived, then
move by the end of November because everything could vanish if you are not reactive.
Buying a new house or the arrangement of the one you live in is positive if always done
in the fall. From December 2022 Jupiter in Aries complicates and shuffles the cards on
the table not allowing to proceed serenely and indeed creating blocks.
Luck - fitness scorpio autumn - winter 2022 2023: the trouble with this autumn and
winter period is that you find yourself fighting against a rather unpleasant, not very
sociable, not very reactive and indeed very tiring position of Mars and which risks
creating a lot of nervousness around you. It will not be easy to remain calm, be cautious
and think well, therefore the possibility of making mistakes, of making bad decisions,
will increase and in particular you will notice these difficulties with the arrival of
Jupiter in Aries which will strengthen the presence of Mars in Gemini. Stay calm, do
not take the longest step, do not underestimate any physical ailments and if you have
to travel, move, leave before the end of December as the Christmas period will not
already be so exciting. Luck has not forgotten you, however, and in the autumn we still
expect excellent news, opportunities for those who have been able to believe in destiny

but have also been able to move, act, be effective. In winter, a significant drop in energy.
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Love sagittarius autumn - winter 2022 2023: talking about love is very simple when
Venus transits into Libra because she is in a very suitable zodiac sign to be able to
express her best qualities. Here, October can be a wonderful month for lonely hearts
who intend to fall in love perhaps after having experienced a separation, a very
important marital crisis due to Jupiter in quadrature. Obviously Jupiter will still be in
quadrature until almost the end of December 2022 but her influences will already be
over. A person around you begins to show affection for her and you must know how to
seize these moments, these stimuli because with Jupiter in Aries any sentimental
relationships that are born now can last a long time and be very passionate. As for the
passion of love relationships, however, it must be said that with Mars in Gemini the
situation will not be very simple. Often you will be faced with a nervousness and a
short temper that could compromise the relationship.
Career - money sagittarius autumn - winter 2022 2023: when it comes to work it is
necessary to evaluate not only the positions of Mercury but also those of Venus which
also indicates small fortune in business and of Mars which guarantees the necessary
energy and vitality, courage to undertake certain professional paths. Then autumn will
not be fantastic because you will feel a strong drop in energy and you will be quite
agitated perhaps because you will feel within you the desire to change something at
work. New paths, the desire to abandon some boring patterns that have been pursuing
for many years. This great need to make changes will be more evident with the end of
the year and the beginning of the new year when Jupiter is finally stable in Aries. In
the autumn, however, bureaucratic situations still need to be sorted out, perhaps
bringing forward lawsuits that began in the past but will be resolved with the beginning
of the new year 2023. Accept the change and don't be afraid to undertake new jobs.
Luck - fitness sagittarius autumn - winter 2022 2023: the sentimental sector
experiences an absolutely positive and interesting phase during the autumn while the
work unfortunately does not but here the planet of great luck, Jupiter, begins a great
trine path with your natal Sun and fate will begin to give you what you deserve ,
obviously based on what you have sown in the past. As for health, however, we must
say that autumn and winter will be very tiring due to Mars in opposition to the zodiac
sign Gemini. The risk therefore will be that of not being able to do everything you
would like for an energy drop and also for a feeling of defeat even before starting to
fight. To remedy this tiring moment, you must avoid too much stress, find a way and
time to rest to recover energy. For example, too stressful trips would be better if they
were avoided especially if they are not aimed at achieving important personal or

professional goals.
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Love capricorn autumn - winter 2022 2023: if unfortunately you have not found your
soul mate in the past months then this autumn is still good to try approaches, courtships
but not in October with Venus in quadrature with the zodiac sign Libra. The best times
to fall in love or in any case to try to woo someone you like or even to accept invitations,
are those relating to the first 15 days of November and then to almost the entire month
of December in which Venus will be in your zodiac sign. Needless to say, if you are
already in love with someone, inside you feel you are taking a step forward with your
partner but you have to move before December because the transit of Jupiter in
quadrature will unfortunately not be very pleasant and could block your choices. So if
you are going to live together, get married, have a child or find a solution to some
misunderstandings born in the past, act by the month of December. Don't be afraid to
love.
Career - money capricorn autumn - winter 2022 2023: the professional sector still
benefits from the position of Jupiter in Pisces between October and November. These
two months of the last quarter of the year 2022 are essential to finally see, before your
eyes, a series of satisfactions and results achieved. With the transit of the planet of great
fortune in the third astrological sector you can really make small or large journeys that
will surely allow you to obtain further advantages. What should not be underestimated
is the new transit of Jupiter in Aries which will take place around the end of December
2022. So first reap the fruits of your hard work to avoid a blocked future. Studying,
preparing, taking competitions and exams, asking for the support of important people,
doing job interviews. All these things must be done before the Christmas period
because then the situations will not be as smooth as in the past. However, your
professional and economic life is consolidated.
Luck - fitness capricorn autumn - winter 2022 2023: surely you do not need
astrological support to attract luck to you because you are people absolutely capable of
building a solid, concrete destiny with a lot of determination. But it must be said that
having Jupiter in sextile has been very useful during this year and also between October
and November you can exploit all its potential. So if you still have some inactive
project, some dream in the drawer, something you would like to do both in the private,
personal, work and social spheres, then take action and you will see that by the end of
the year you will achieve other interesting things. Then luck will turn the corner and
you will have to use only your innate skills to proceed forward. It would be very useful
to make business trips between October and November. In terms of psychophysical
well-being, the position of Mars in Gemini is certainly not so favorable but it will still

allow you to dedicate time to fun and children. Don't waste too many resources though.
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Love acquarius autumn - winter 2022 2023: autumn is particularly interesting from
a sentimental point of view because Venus is in Libra and with such a romantic Jupiter
in Pisces without forgetting even that wonderful Mars in Gemini, you will certainly be
able to step forward with respect to a person you like so much and who you would like
to woo. If you are alone, therefore, move before Christmas and act, give gifts, invite
that person to go out with you and if by chance you are already engaged or married
then consolidate the relationship by giving yourself a trip, feeding even more the
passion within the current love affair. It is true that the position of Mars in Gemini is
not excellent for igniting sensuality under the sheets but at least you will be able to feed
the flame of love very well, managing to entertain the partner. From 4 to 27 January
2023 you will perhaps feel within you the need to have more moments of freedom but
do not neglect the relationship if it is positive.
Career - money acquarius autumn - winter 2022 2023: with Jupiter in the zodiac
sign Pisces and therefore in your second astrological sector, you will almost certainly
have started earning more or you will have been able to spend more but it is not over
yet and between October and November you could strengthen, consolidate your
economic heritage. Very advantageous financial investments can be concluded as early
as October 2023 with Venus in Libra which precisely creates agreements, contracts,
profitable collaborations but also November and December will be advantageous
months in which, for example, buy a new tool useful for your work, for improve and
make the working environment more productive or you can buy a house or even sell
the one you live in to move to another much more spacious and suitable for your needs.
Winter brings fantastic news for those who have not yet found a job and who knows
how many proposals will arrive with Jupiter in the third house, the house of messages.
Luck - fitness acquarius autumn - winter 2022 2023: really nice moment because
Jupiter in the meantime is absolutely positive but the most important event of this
autumn and this winter is Mars in transit in Gemini. This transit lasts from August 2022
and will arrive until the spring of 2023. Here the energies will always be very good,
you will be particularly perky, optimistic, sociable, certainly well predisposed towards
others, towards those you love, towards friends. Jupiter improves your wallet but also
allows you to spend in a fun way. If you want to get even more from destiny then in
the moments when Venus will also be favorable, for example, the month of October,
travel, try to meet many people, try to meet people with a different mentality from
yours and you will do nothing but improve yourself by projecting yourself towards an
even more exciting future. You are laying a very solid foundation for big life projects

but do not neglect your body weight which could increase.
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Love pisces autumn - winter 2022 2023: who knows how many of you have made
important choices during this year that saw Jupiter in your zodiac sign. Maybe a
marriage, maybe a cohabitation, a child, an engagement. Surely the amorous news that
Jupiter brings are not over yet because until December 20, 2022 it remains in your sky
and it is precisely in this autumn that you can realize your sentimental union by making
fundamental choices for the future. The time around Christmas is really beautiful in
terms of feelings and you will almost certainly experience the holidays with a beautiful
feeling inside your heart. Those who are alone and have not had the right opportunity,
must move before the arrival of Jupiter in Aries. The first 20 days of February 2023 are
excellent with the transit of Venus in your zodiac sign, to meet new people even if, we
must say, that Mars in quadrature with the zodiac sign Gemini unfortunately limits your
magnetism.
Career - money pisces autumn - winter 2022 2023: still a series of rather favorable
months at least until the end of December, a period in which we will witness the transit
of Jupiter in Aries and which then moving into your second astrological sector, will
begin to make you earn more, to allow you to make very advantageous financial
investments. In short, in the autumn there are still good opportunities to strengthen your
social and professional position and to sow for your future, to undertake still other
professional paths that will therefore bring, with the new year 2023, a lot of
satisfactions at an economic level above all. Obviously, between October and
November we are almost certain that you will be able to achieve many things that you
had planned in the previous months but do not stop because other very interesting
events could come and should not be wasted. A new job, a change of job, a transfer are
all very probable for the end of the year and maybe even earlier.
Luck - fitness pisces autumn - winter 2022 2023: still Jupiter transits in your zodiac
sign and allows you to achieve other excellent results but there is the need not to overdo
it because although luck still accompanies you throughout the autumn 2022, that Mars
in quadrature from the zodiac sign Gemini says that you must find the time to rest, as
you will be very tired, perhaps exhausted because of the many things and projects you
have carried out. So the Christmas period needs to rest, it is necessary to recharge the
batteries to then face a year 2023 which will be full of further satisfactions also and
above all economic, therefore material. If we analyze the rest of the sky we still notice
other positive events that could come unexpectedly in your life and therefore, despite
the tiredness, try to raise the antennas and not get too distracted to avoid missing these
opportunities. The best times to travel for both work and leisure are October and

November.
Love
Work and money
Luck and fitness
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HOROSCOPE AND FORECASTS FOR THE 12 SIGNS
FOR AUTUMN AND WINTER 2022 - 2023
On the site www.oroscopodioggiedomani.it you can have a lot of information on your
zodiac sign, calculate your birth chart, subscribe to Youtube channel, read
generalized horoscopes for the day of today and tomorrow, for the week and the current
month and annual forecasts. Also many fun categories, games with tarot cards, with
the sibyls, with the runes, with Ching, calculating numbers to play, a wide section with
the interpretation of many dreams, etc... Enjoy !

